2022 RATING FORM
Is the proposal relevant to the conference themes and objectives? Is the topic appealing to the conference audiences?

Scale

RELEVANCE/INTEREST (10 pt maximum)

0

Topic of proposal does not fit into any of the themes of the call for proposals; topic unlikely to generate interest from most attendees

3

Topic of the proposal is tangentially related to one of the themes; may have relevance and interest to a small number of participants

5

Relates to conference audience with some relevance to conference themes; topic is of interest to a distinct group of hospitals or disciplines at
the meeting

7

Relevant to conference theme(s) and topic is likely to appeal to most participants

10

Very relevant to conference theme(s) and conference audience; topic will generate high interest from most participants

Scale

TRANSFERABLE, SCALABLE, REPLICABLE (10 pt maximum)

0

No ability to transfer, scale up or replicate project; project is fit to certain circumstances, not likely to resonate with conference audience

3

Little if any ability to transfer, scale up or replicate project; could be done with some audiences, but not most

5

Transfer may be difficult to implement; may or may not be feasible; given the right circumstances, possible to do

7

Some ability to transfer, scale up or replicate the project; more than half of the audience could do

10

Strong ability to transfer, scale up or replicate project; most to all of the audience could accomplish

Does the proposal demonstrate the ability to transfer, scale up, or replicate the project?

Scale

UNIQUENESS (10 pt maximum)

0

No uniqueness: proposal does not demonstrate original strategies for target audience

3

Uniqueness is unclear; may already be present in literature and practice; may be considered innovative by subset of the audience

5

Some aspects of originality or uniqueness

7

Proposal offers characteristics that are considered unique and original

10

Demonstrates unique practices; proposal will elicit participant excitement as a result of its originality

Will the proposal share unique or innovative strategies to address a common challenge for the conference audiences?

Scale

RESULTS & OUTCOMES & SUSTAINABILITY (10 pt maximum)

0

The proposal does not address actual or potential results and/or outcomes and is not sustainable

3

5

7

10

The proposal presents some data, but the numbers are too small or preliminary to be meaningful; potential outcomes are not well
articulated; might last for a bit but not long term

The proposal presents objective data; potential outcomes are identified but not linked to their potential contribution to pediatric health or
children's hospital administration; has potential to be sustainable in certain circumstances

The proposal presents objective data and has significant size and impact; potential outcomes are identified and linked to their anticipated
contribution to pediatric health or children's hospital administration; project is sustainable in some environments

The proposal presents significant and convincing data; the proposal’s potential to meaningfully contribute to the body of knowledge is
extremely high; is sustainable in most environments

Does the proposal demonstrate results or outcomes? Is the project sustainable?

Additional Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Would this proposal be appropriate for another Association program area? (Please indicate the program below.)
Do you think this proposal would be better as a poster?
Would you attend this session?
General Comments

